What People Are Saying About Eggsploitation
Eggsploitation renders the medical risks of paid egg donation with care and truth in every detail
and makes a thoroughly devastating case against the commodification of women and their
eggs.
Donald Landry, MD, PhD, Chair, Department of Medicine, Columbia University
School of Medicine

It is a scandal that the infertility industry has gone so many years without collecting adequate
safety data on the risks of multiple egg extraction. This makes informed consent impossible for
the thousands of young women now undergoing so-called ‘egg donation’ procedures. Every
young woman considering ‘egg donation’ as a way to generate income for school tuition or
other critical expenditures should see this film first. And policy makers need to insist that we
finally conduct the research that should have been done years ago.
Judy Norsigian, Executive Director, Our Bodies Ourselves

This powerful, important and informative documentary gives viewers true insight into the egg
donation industry and helps us to better understand the desperate need for regulation and
oversight. All prospective egg donors (and recipients) as well as all practitioners and agency
employees in the egg donation industry should be required to watch this film!
Wendy Kramer, Director and Co-Founder, Donor Sibling Registry

Eggsploitation is a powerful and compelling film on the extreme risks and disregard shown to
women . . . a must see for all egg donors and fertility patients. The infertility industry's practice
of reproductive endocriminology is a "dirty little secret" and should be secret no more.
Lynne Millican, Founder, LupronVictimsHub.com

What fertility clinics and egg donation agencies may not tell you. This film should be seen by
any woman considering becoming—or using—an egg donor so that she can better understand
the medical risks involved.
Diane Allen, Infertility Network, Canada

Eggsploitation is a compelling and revealing documentary that gives the viewer an up-close
look at the flipside of the infertility industry. You will meet women whose lives were changed
forever after undergoing the procedure for egg donation. Their disturbing and heart wrenching
stories tell a cautionary tale to all women who are considering egg donation for the purpose of
in-vitro fertilization or embryonic stem cell research. A must see film for researchers,
physicians, professors, college students and feminists.
Kelly Vincent-Brunacini, President, Feminists Choosing Life New York
http://www.eggsploitation.com/
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